Additional comments:

There are several methodological issues connected with this research. First, the author should explain in the very beginning WHY he expects to observe some "specifics" in Russian born-global firms and WHAT this "specifics" could be. This would require to build some theoretical arguments about particular environment of Russian business, particular mindset of Russian businessmen, and so on. Instead of this the author does not assume anything a priori and tries to reveal all "specifics" right from the interview. Although, this "purely explorative" approach also may be used, it seems that it is not the best choice in this case because a preliminary theoretical analysis of Russian "specifics" could help to structure the empirical research in a better way and to shape more relevant and focused questions.

Second, the author has built assumptions (Table 1) and criteria for their testing in an ambiguous way. It seems that he described characteristics an *ideal born-global firm* on the basis of the literature review and then compared it to evidence of Russian born-globals (Table 4). Therefore, it is not surprising that all five Russian companies do not perfectly fit this ideal model, as well as all foreign born-globals would not fit it as well. For example, he found that only 40% of Russian firms had *managerial global vision from inception* and only 70% had *high degree of previous international experience on behalf of managers*. However, this is characteristics of an ideal born-global and foreign born-global do not fit perfectly them as well. In other words, is the author sure that 100% of European born-globals have *managerial global vision from inception* and *high degree of previous international experience on behalf of managers*, or these characteristics are also distributed in 40-70% range?

Third, as a result of research design the practical implications are rather limited. The research has more value for academic purposes that for real business.
The layout is generally good, but there are some problems with indents, spacing and full stops in headings. Beside this there are some problems with English, e.g. “Born global” should not be capitalized, “macro factors” should be spelled without space, “actuality” in English does not mean «актуальность» etc.
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